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Opendot aims to create more direct encounters 
between people living in urban environments. 
The orange dot is a simple tool enabling people 
to demonstrate their general openness to en-
counters – for a brief chat, a cup of tea. Distri-
bution of the dot has been ongoing in the city 
of Augsburg since July. 

Increasing numbers of city residents live alone 
in a flat. In large blocks of flats especially, 
hardly any communication between occupants 
takes place. According to the latest research 
results, loneliness has reached an extent that 
it could be classified as a widespread disease. 
The United Kingdom has already set up a Min-
istry for Loneliness.
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The trend in urban housing has increasingly led to enclosed living units, fre-
quently consisting of only one inhabitant. In large blocks of flats especially, 
there is hardly any communication between residents. The architecture is most-
ly not favourable to encounters, communal spaces are lacking for reasons 
of efficiency. The culture of popping in spontaneously for a chat and cup of 
tea, that used to be part of daily life just a few decades ago, has almost com-
pletely disappeared. Instead, television consumption and computer usage take 
up lots of time. According to the latest research results, loneliness is now the 
most widespread disease, ahead of all physical cardiovascular problems etc. It 
physiologically pathes the way for a number of secondary diseases.
The lack of real encounters affects all generations and social groups in varying 
intensity. Statistics tell us that young women between the ages of 14 and 20 
years suffer from inner isolation, as well as pensioners from all work sectors. 
In recognition of this creeping sociological catastrophe, the UK has already 
set up a “Ministry for Loneliness”, in Germany, the Federal Ministry of Family 
and Social Affairs is concerned with this problem. So far, nothing much has 
happened.

opendot creates an effective approach to reduce the obstacles to human en-
counters. The orange dot is a simple tool that anyone can use to signalise 
his or her openness to encounters. The dot shows that a person is generally 
approachable and happy to engage in a brief chat, conversation, or share a 
moment with a cup of tea.

opendot starts in the near vicinity. The adhesive dot can be easily applied to 
entrances to buildings or front doors to flats and shows that people can knock 
the door if they wish to meet or chat with another person. If the time is not con-
venient, a friendly postponement of the chat to a later date is quite acceptable, 
without the person knocking taking offence. 
The ambient quality within a block of flats or housing estate should experience 
clear improvement after a while.
.
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opendot can also be extended outside residential areas into the public spaces 
of cities onto ‘mobile objects’  – people wearing orange opendot buttons on 
clothing to indicate that a person is open to communicate.

opendot is an intervention from the field of art in the social context of the city. 
Art also means the way we interact with each other. 
In order to spread successfully, this idea requires support and adoption by 
local authorities or other such suitable organs that recognise the problem of 
endemic loneliness. These should employ their logistic possibilities to spread 
this action in the city area, so that ideally each citizen is informed of the action 
and can decide whether or not to participate.

Its radical simplicity and relatively low budget requirements mean this project 
is highly effective.

Juliane Stiegele
UTOPIA TOOLBOX
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opendot opendot has been exemplarily started in the City of Augsburg as a 
pilot project. The project began in July 2018, in cooperation with the City’s 
Peace Bureau.
Approximately 7000 dots have been distributed, by various collection points 
for opendots and directly in blocks of flats, residential complexes, student halls 
of residence and nursing homes.
In addition to countless enquiries from people all over Germany, other cities 
have also demonstrated interest in the project.

Currently, we are developing from all the experiences gained to date a project 
module for adoption by other municipalities. It is expected to be available from 
the beginning of 2019.

If you are interested or have any queries, kindly contact us under the address:
office@utopiatoolbox.org
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In our cities, encounters among neighbours became rare. 
Loneliness has become a problem of the entire society.
The dot on my door says, ‘you you can knock my door’.
The dot on you door indicates that you are basically open 
for encounters, that you look forward to a short chat or a cup of tea. 
If the time is not convenient, you can friendly postpone the chat to a later date 
Please stick the dot to the front door of your home.
We appreciate your sharing of encounters on the project website

opendot aims to create more encounters

















opendot – Punkte an Wohnungstüren





opendot –  First visits
Karin Martin, Schwabencenter, Augsburg



opendot –  First visits







communicating opendot 



opendot – Projection Town hall square, Augsburg





opendot  Start. Trigger event with the mayor and experts – Augsburg 9|2018 – UTOPIA TOOLBOX generator hall





Media reaction [selection]

German national TV:
ARD Morgenmagazin 
ARD Tagesthemen   
TTT – Titel Thesen Tempramente
BR Fernsehen [Rundschau, Abendschau] 

augsburg tv

German national print media
Spiegel 
Huffington Post 
watson.de 
Augsburger Allgemeine  

Digital Radio Augsburg 
Radio Landshut
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office@utopiatoolbox.org
utopiatoolbox.org
0162 5194 507

Studio address 
Generator hall
Wertachstr. 29a
D – 86153 Augsburg  – Germany

Post address 
Post Box 11 19 22
D – 86044 Augsburg – Germany
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